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ABSTRACT The 3D point cloud data collected by 3D lidars have become a significant resource for

autonomous vehicles to acquire road information. But these data tend to be inaccurate due to the turning

or moving of autonomous vehicles while the lidar is working. Moreover, the traditional Euclidean clustering

algorithm often causes false detection in the vicinity or missed detection in the distance if the Euclidean

distance threshold is not selected properly. This paper proposes a method which contains three main steps to

solve these problems: First, a de-distortion algorithm is applied to diminish the influence of distortion caused

by the moving and turning of lidar; second, optimize the structure of the Euclidean clustering algorithm to

make it run faster; and third, we applied an adaptive threshold of the Euclidean distance in the improved

algorithm, so the improved algorithm is able to detect the relatively small objects in the distance while it

can also detect the objects nearby without misjudgment. These features are all confirmed by the results

of vehicle experiments which shows that with the help of proposed method, the distortion of point cloud

reduced, the detection distance has increased by nearly 8 meters, and the clustering speed has also increased

by 15%.

INDEX TERMS Autonomous vehicle, 3D-lidar, point cloud, Euclidean clustering, object detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The The field of autonomous driving is of great interest to

researchers [1] and environment perception is one of the

most important part of it [2]. 3D-lidars are widely equipped

on autonomous vehicles to acquire road information [3]

because of its wide detecting range, high degree of accuracy

and Strong anti-interference ability [4]. In both [5] and [6],

the vehicles that attend DARPA Challenge are all equipped

with 3D-lidar which indicates that 3D-lidar is especially suit-

able for obtaining road information under complex conditions

and has broad research prospects.

But, when the 3D lidar rotates to collect the point cloud

data of surrounding environment, there is an inter-frame

motion between the first point and the last point in each

frame of point cloud due to the movement of autonomous

vehicles. That is to say the points in the same frame of
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point cloud do not exist in the same Cartesian coordinate

system, which inevitably leads to the distortion of point

cloud. So, a de-distortion algorithm is needed to diminish the

influence caused by this problem and make the point cloud

data collected by lidars be able to reflect real environmental

information.

object detection is an essential part of environment per-

ception [7]. Methods for detecting objects based on 3D lidar

mainly include: DBSCAN clustering algorithm, K-means

clustering algorithm, Euclidean clustering algorithm and

cluster analysis using depth image. The DBSCAN algorithm

is a density-based clustering algorithm that can quickly clus-

ter any shapes of point cloud data [8]. However, due to

the large computation consumption of this method, when

the amount of point cloud data is too large, the require-

ment for processor is very demanding. The K-means clus-

tering algorithm can still ensure its accuracy and efficiency

when the amount of data is large [9]. However, this method

requires manual input of the number of clusters K . Since the
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driving environment of the vehicle is extremely complicated,

the calculating speed of K is difficult to achieve the real-

time requirement of autonomous vehicles. Cluster analysis

using depth images requires a large amount of data [10]. Even

multiple 32-line 3D lidars are needed during the experiment,

the cost is too high. The Euclidean clustering algorithm is

a simple and efficient algorithm, which has strong point

cloud segmentation capability and does not require data vol-

ume [11]. Although a fixed distance threshold can cause prob-

lems when dealing with objects at different distances, but this

defect can be improved. Therefore, the Euclidean clustering

algorithm should be more suitable for object detection of 3D

lidar.

The traditional Euclidean clustering algorithm can search

the neighboring points for each laser point through the

established topological relationship [12], and calculate the

Euclidean distance between each point and their neighboring

points. The points with the smallest distance are classified

into one cluster, and then the Euclidean distance between the

new clusters is calculated. Repeat the process above until

the Euclidean distance between any two clusters is bigger

than the threshold set in advance or the number of clusters

is less than the number set in advance. So far, the Euclidean

clustering is completed [13]. The traditional Euclidean clus-

tering algorithm puts high requirements on the selection of

the distance threshold [14]. If the distance threshold is not

properly selected, it often causes false detection in the vicinity

or missed detection in the distance when processing the point

cloud with uneven density. This is because the point cloud

is dense in the vicinity and sparse in the distance while the

distance threshold is constant all the time. So traditional

Euclidean clustering algorithm is always lack of detection

capability for distant objects.

For the problem of point cloud distortion this paper uses

two steps to reduce the distortion, including the extraction of

inter-frame motion and the reduction of point cloud distor-

tion. As for the problem of object detection, this paper intro-

duces three processes to improve the ability of processing

uneven point cloud, including candidate points extraction

and filtering, optimization of the neighborhood search-

ing method and application of adaptive Euclidean distance

threshold.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a point

cloud de-distortion algorithm and improve the traditional

Euclidean clustering algorithm. The point cloud de-distortion

algorithm can effectively eliminate the point cloud distortion

caused by the movement of the lidar during the acquisi-

tion process. And the algorithm has little demand for com-

puter performance, which provides a possible solution for

the point cloud de-distortion problem of autonomous vehi-

cles. The improved Euclidean clustering algorithm effectively

alleviates the shortcomings of traditional Euclidean cluster-

ing algorithms when dealing with multiple targets at differ-

ent distances by introducing a adaptive distance threshold.

It also provides a viable solution for handling uneven point

clouds.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. RELATED WORKS ON THE EXTRACTION OF

INTER-FRAME MOTION

For the extraction of inter-frame motion, we first need to

extract the feature points, then the inter-frame motion can

be easily calculated according to the coordinate value of

feature points in two adjacent frame of point cloud. Lowe

D G [15] proposed the SIFT algorithm which can be used

to find feature descriptors that are less likely to be affected

by the movement of lidar by using Gaussian differential

function and Taylor series. Then feature points can be found

through the feature descriptors. But this kind of method is

only suitable for images or point clouds that are uniform.

When the point cloud data become sparse and uneven, it is

quite hard to find these feature descriptors which means it

may take far more time to get a wrong result. This obviously

does not meet the requirements on the autonomous vehicles.

Tong LJ. [16], Remeli NH. [17] and Redondo-Cabrera C. [18]

uses SURF operator to extract the matched point pairs of the

projection image by using the SURF algorithm to detect the

feature points of an image and its direction. In [19], Lin Hui

extracted feature lines and feature planes instead of feature

descriptor by representing the point cloud abstractly with

simple lines and planes. But the accuracy of the extraction

cannot be guaranteed which means the result is not reliable.

And all these algorithmmentioned above shared a common

drawback that the extraction of feature points is too complex.

So the processing cycle will be quiet long which is unable to

meet the real-time requirements.

B. RELATED WORKS ON THE PROCESSION OF

UNEVEN POINT CLOUD

In order to process the uneven point cloud,

Francisco de A.T. and de Carvalho [20] proposed an adaptive

dynamic clustering algorithmwhich can change the threshold

according to different shapes and sizes of clusters. But it

does not work well in the processing of point cloud which

is collected by lidars on autonomous vehicles because the

amount of data is too large and it is hard to recognize all

of them. In [21]–[23], a data-partitioning-based DBSCAN

algorithm is proposed which divide the entire data space into

a plurality of smaller parts according to the spatial distribution

characteristics of the data. Then these parts are respectively

clustered, and finally the local clusters are merged. These

two algorithms provide a great inspiration of processing point

clouds with uneven density. But the number of parts which is

divided according to the spatial distribution is limited which

means these algorithms cannot deal with the enormous data

collected by 3D lidar.

C. MAIN CONTENT OF THIS PAPER

This paper introduces a point cloud de-distortion algo-

rithm and an improved Euclidean clustering algorithm for

autonomous vehicles. The point cloud de-distortion algo-

rithm get the inter-framemotion by processing the parameters
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of object detected while driving straightly and still.

which are gotten from the sensors on the autonomous vehicle

and use it to fix the distorted point cloud by the coordi-

nate transformation. The improved Euclidean clustering algo-

rithm has an adaptive Euclidean distance threshold which

can change its value according to the distance between the

objects and vehicle. These two methods can effectively solve

the problem that the Euclidean clustering algorithm has low

success rate of object detection due to uneven point cloud

density and point cloud data distortion.

This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents the

process of reducing point cloud distortion. Section 3 presents

the decision of Neighborhood search algorithm and how the

Euclidean clustering algorithm is improved. In section 4, it is

presented the process of experiment and the conclusion after

analyzing the experimental data.

III. POINT CLOUD DE-DISTORTION ALGORITHM

A. REASONS FOR POINT CLOUD DISTORTION

The figures below illustrates how the distortion occurs during

the acquisition period. As can be seen from the figure 1 the

autonomous vehicle is moving in a straight line and the object

is on the right of the vehicle. The vehicle moved ahead a

little when the lidar is collecting the n-th (k > n) point

of the object and the vehicle moved further when it comes

to the last point of the object. It is obvious that the length of

the object detected while moving (line 1 in figure 1) become

smaller compared to the length detected when the vehicle is

still (line 2 in figure 1).

In figure 2, the vehicle is moving in a straight line and the

object is in front of the vehicle. The distance between

the object and lidar become smaller while lidar is collecting

the data points on the object. That is to say, for every point

collected by lidar, the distance between the obstacle and

the vehicle is different. This makes the shape of the object

distorted (line 1 and 2 in figure 2).

From figure 1 and figure 2 we can know that for a straight

forward autonomous vehicle, the motion of lidar can lead to

the distortion of width and length of the object.

In figure 3, the vehicle is turning and the object is in front

of the vehicle. The figure shows that the interval between

points detected on the object become larger (k > n) due to the

FIGURE 2. Comparison of object detected while driving straightly and
still.

turning of vehicle which makes the shape of object changed.

It will become smaller in size while the vehicle is turning right

and will become larger while turning left. This is because the

lidar collects point cloud data clockwise.

From figure 3 we can know that when the vehicle is turning

both the shape and size of the detected object will be distorted.

It is worth noting that the distortions in pictures have been

artificially magnified in order to illustrate easily, the real

distortion is not so exaggerated. It is relatively small on the

contrary.

Another thing need to be explained is that the vertical speed

of the vehicle is 0 or very small for most of the time, so the

distortion in Z-axis direction is quite small which does not

need to be processed. So the de-distortion algorithm is mainly

about the X and Y coordinates.

B. PROCESSES OF DE-DISTORTION ALGORITHM

In order to solve the problem of point cloud distortion,

the coordinates of all points in a frame of point cloud data are

all transformed into the coordinate system of the first point in
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of object detected while turning and still.

the frame. Before the transformation, the scanning frequency

of lidar need to be set.

The scanning frequency of the 16-line lidar can vary from

5 to 20 Hz. Although the low frequency reduces the computa-

tional pressure of the hardware device, but the system cannot

meet the real-time requirements of autonomous vehicle if

the frequency is too low. High frequency means higher real-

time performance, but due to frequency limitations of other

devices on the vehicle, such as inertial navigation system,

the algorithm cannot deal with every frame of data collected

by lidar because the inertial navigation system cannot provide

vehicle speed, heading angle and other data in time. This

make the overall effect of the algorithm worse. In the mean-

time, high scanning frequency means low angular accuracy

of lidar, and the number data points in one frame of data

will decrease. This will also affect the effect of the clustering

algorithm. So the scanning frequency should not be too small

or too large. Considering the fact that the frequency of inertial

navigation system is 12 Hz, the scanning frequency of lidar

is set to 10 Hz.

After the decision of scanning frequency, there are some

parameters need to be collected:

The heading angle of the first point in a frame θF , the head-

ing angle of the last point in a frame θL , the heading angle θ

which is positive when the vehicle turns right and is nega-

tive when the vehicle turns left, the velocity of autonomous

vehicle V . The θF and θL is the heading angle of autonomous

vehicle when the lidar is collecting the first and the last

point in a frame of point cloud. The heading angles and

velocity can be collected from the inertial navigation system

on autonomous vehicle. Since the acquisition period of the

lidar is 0.1 second, the motion of autonomous vehicle can be

approximated as a uniform motion in one acquisition cycle.

Because the 3D lidar uses multiple beams of laser to col-

lect environmental information simultaneously, so this paper

presents the processing steps of point cloud data collected by

one beam of laser for example. The processing steps of point

cloud data collected by other beams of laser are totally the

same.

The transformation steps are listed below:

First, the ground coordinate system is set as H(XOY),

the vehicle coordinate system is set as U(X’O’Y’), the coor-

dinates of the I -th point in the ground coordinate system is

(XHi ,YHi ), the coordinates of the I -th point in the vehicle

coordinate system is (XUi ,YUi ).

Second, transform the coordinates of all the points in a

frame point cloud from vehicle coordinate system into ground

coordinate system by (1).
{

XHi = XUi · cos θI + YUi · sin θI

YHi = YUi · cos θI − XUi · sin θI
(1)

θI is the heading angle of autonomous vehicle when the

lidar is collecting the I -th point. Because the interval for lidar

to collect each point is the same, so θI can be calculated

by (2).

θI = θF + 1θI

1θI =
iR(θL − θF )

360
(2)

Parameter R is the angular resolution of lidar. Parameter I

is the ordinal position of points.For example, if the point is

the 10th point in the frame, the value of ‘I’ is 10. 1θI is the

change of heading angle during one acquisition period.

Third, after the transformation, the translation of all the

points can be achieved by (3).
{

XHFi = XHi +M · sinβ

YHFi = YHi +M · cosβ
(3)

XHFi and YHFi are the coordinates of the I -th point that

have finished the translation. β is the Approximate heading

angle andM is the inter-frame motion, they can be calculated

by (4) and (5).

β = θF +
θL − θF

2
(4)

M =
0.1iRV

360
(5)

fourth, after reduce the distortion caused by the motion of

lidar, the distortion caused by the rotation of lidar also need

to be reduced by (6).
{

XHRi = XHFi · cos(θi − θF ) − YHFi · sin(θi − θF )

YHRi = XHFi · sin(θi − θF ) + YHFi · cos(θi − θF )
(6)

XHRi and YHRi are the coordinates of the I -th point that have

finished the rotation.

Finally, the coordinates of all the points need to be trans-

formed back into vehicle coordinate system to finish the

algorithm by (7).
{

XUFi = XHRi · cos θI − YUi · sin θI

YUFi = XHRi · sin θI + YUi · cos θI
(7)

XUFi and YUFi are the coordinates of the I-th point that have

finished the whole de-distortion algorithm.
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FIGURE 4. Processes of de-distortion algorithm.

The figure 4 below illustrates the whole process of point

cloud de-distortion algorithm.

It can be seen clearly from the figure that the distortions of

point cloud are consisted of two different parts. The transla-

tion operation can effectively reduce the distortion caused by

the horizontal movement of lidar. And the distortion caused

by the rotation of lidar can be reduced by rotation operation.

Only after completing these two operations, the de-distortion

algorithm is finished.

C. ANALYSIS OF DE-DISTORTION ALGORITHM RESULT

The result of the de-distortion algorithm needs to be tested to

determine that the algorithm is correctly completed, and its

correctness can be determined by the following method.

First, we need to know the driving state of the vehicle.

The driving state of the vehicle can be judged by the heading

angle and the speed of the vehicle provided by the inertial

navigation system. The vehicle is turning right if θ > 0 and it

is turning left if θ < 0. The vehicle is moving ahead if V > 0

and it is moving backwards if V < 0.

Second, the specific distortion of the point cloud can be

known from the driving state of the vehicle. If the length of

plane which is vertical to the direction of vehicle is called

length, and the length of the parallel plane is called width.

Then the width of the object point cloud becomes smaller

when the vehicle is moving forward and becomes larger when

the vehicle is moving backwards. The length will become

larger when the vehicle is turning left and become smaller

when the vehicle is turning right. As for the length and width

of the object, it can be judged by the coordinates of the point

cloud.

Third, check the width and length of the point cloud after

de-distortion to see whether the algorithm has reduced the

distortion. If the distortion is not reduced but increases on the

contrary. We can ensure that the result of this de-distortion is

wrong. In this case the de-distortion operation of this frame of

point cloud will be abandoned, the algorithm will only work

when it can be valid.

But when the information provided by the inertial navi-

gation system goes wrong, such as a wrong heading angle

or speed, it will also affect the de-distortion effect, and the

algorithm cannot judge the correctness of the result by itself.

This problem can only be avoided by using a more reliable

inertial navigation system.

After the test of algorithm results, the processed point

cloud can be used for clustering algorithm.

IV. POINT CLOUD SEGMENTATION AND

EUCLIDEAN CLUSTERING

A. POINT CLOUD SEGMENTATION

The point cloud data needs to be pre-processed before clus-

tering [24]. In addition to the above-mentioned point cloud

de-distortion algorithm, the point cloud should be segmented

according to the measurement range of lidar. Since the lidar

is mounted on the roof of vehicle, there is a certain range

of detecting area blocked by the vehicle, and the data in

this range does not need to be processed. So they should be

removed to improve calculating efficiency.

In order to further reduce the amount of calculation,

the ground should also be removed from the point cloud

data [25]. Urban roads are relatively flat, so this paper seg-

ment the ground from point cloud data by the methods listed

below:

The points that height coordinate Z is within the interval

[−h−σ, −h+σ ] should be removed as ground data. Param-

eter h is the installation height of lidar, the value of σ is related

to road roughness and detection distance, the initial value

usually choose 0.05m and decreases as the detection distance

increases.

After filtering out the ground points, the remain point cloud

can be used for Euclidean clustering.

B. DISTANCE INDICATOR

In order to finish the Euclidean clustering, a distance thresh-

old Sd needs to be defined. In this paper the Euclidean

distance [26] is used to describe the distance between two

different clusters. The Euclidean distance between the I -th

and j-th cluster which contains n points can be calculated [27]

by (8).

dij =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

k=1

(xik − yjk )2 (8)

C. METHODS OF NEIGHBORHOOD SEARCH

As mentioned before, the point cloud collected by 3D lidar

contains large amount of data which has a uneven distri-

bution. So the efficiency of searching the target point is

quite low. In order to meet the real-time requirements of

autonomous vehicles, a topological relationship between dis-

crete points should be established for the fast lookup of points

or clusters within neighborhood [28]. Currently, there are

two main methods of establishing topological relationship

between discrete points: Octree and KD-tree.

The Octree method is to perform voxel splitting on spatial

entities so that each individual elements have the same space-

time complexity. By performing voxel splitting on geometric
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FIGURE 5. The structure of octree.

objects with a size of 2n×2n×2n in a cyclic recursivemethod,

a direction map with root node can be established [29].

In Octree, a single leaf node consists of voxels of the same

attribute, otherwise further split is needed. figure 5 illustrate

the principle of octree method.

KD-tree is a multi-dimensional structure of binary tree,

which can organize and store the multi-dimensional data. The

KD-tree divides a data space into multiple disjoint subspaces,

each node divides its data space into two subspaces. If the

data contained in the node is less than the lower limit set in

advance, this node will no longer divide its data space [30].

For point cloud data, it is usually processed in 3 dimensions,

so we need establish a 3D KD-tree.

We did a comparative experiment to compare the search

efficiency of these two point cloud search methods. Both

of them have the equivalent search performance when the

sample data is small. When the number of point that need

searching in the neighborhood of each point become larger,

it takes less time for Octree to establish topological relation-

ships between scattered points. Considering that the amount

of data collected by lidar is often quite large, so Octree

method is more suitable for the neighborhood search of lidar

point cloud.

D. IMPROVED EUCLIDEAN CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

This paper presents a improved Euclidean clustering algo-

rithm which is based on an adaptive threshold of Euclidean

distance. The threshold can change its value according to

the distance between the laser point and lidar. The specific

processes are listed below:

First, input the point cloud data C and establish the topo-

logical relationship between discrete points through Octree.

Second, create an empty cluster list P, a pending list L and

empty list Ck
i (i,k = 1, 2, 3, · · · ), add each point Ci in C into

the list L.

Third, as for the I -th point Ci ∈ L, search its neighborhood

with radius r < Sd and save the searched points in C
k
i . As for

every points in Ck
i , calculate the Euclidean distance between

them and point Ci. The points with the smallest Euclidean

distance are classified into the same cluster and stored in list

P. Repeat the steps above until all points in L are processed.

Fourth, calculate the Euclidean distance between all the

clusters in list P and the clusters with the smallest Euclidean

distance are classified into the same cluster. Repeat the

FIGURE 6. Experiment to obtain the best distance threshold.

process until the Euclidean distance between all the clusters

in list P is bigger than the distance threshold Sd which can be

calculated by (9).

Sd = a(X2
i + Y 2

i ) + b ·

√

X2
i + Y 2

i + c (9)

Xi and Yi are the coordinates of the point or the center

point of cluster to be processed, a, b, and c are adjustment

parameters, their value normally change according to the

angular accuracy of lidar. The higher the angular accuracy is

the smaller the value of them should be, and vice versa. They

should also be smaller if the lidar is installed longitudinally.

Eq. 9 is the most important part for Sd to achieve adaptive

changes. From the Equation, we can see that Sd will change

with the coordinates of the data points. In other words, when-

ever we calculate the Euclidean distance between a data point

or cluster and its adjacent point or cluster, Sd will adjust its

value according to the coordinates of point or the center point

of cluster. Thus Sd will be a suitable value for each detection

distance.

As for the most appropriate value of a, b, and c, it can be

obtained by doing experiments to measure the best distance

threshold Sd at each detection distance and then curve fitting

these points. Take one of these experiments for example.

In this experiment, the distance between the lidar and the two

vehicles is 6.5 m and 7.5 m. The aim of this experiment is

to find the best Sd that can perfectly complete the clustering

of these two vehicles. The criteria for selecting the most

appropriate value is shown in the figure 6, table 1, and table2.

The table 1 and table 2 are the output data of the algorithm

from which we can obtain all the information about the clus-

ters. Such as the length and width of the object, the distance

between the object and the lidar, the number of data points

contained in the object point cloud. It is worth noting that in

order to make the data output clear and concise, we filter out

all non-target clusters when performing data output.
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TABLE 1. Output data when Sd = 0.24 m h = 2.4 m.

TABLE 2. Output data when Sd = 0.15 m h = 2.4 m.

TABLE 3. Best value of Sd at each distance when the installation height h

is 2 m and 2.4 m.

TABLE 4. Value of a, b, and c .

It can be known from picture (b) in figure 6 and table 2 that

since the distance threshold is too small (Sd = 0.15 m),

the two vehicles are divided into 32 different small clusters,

such clustering is obviously unsuccessful. So, the distance

threshold needs to be adjusted until the two vehicles are

divided into two complete and independent Large clusters,

just as shown in picture (a) in figure 6. At this time

Sd = 0.24 m, so we can know that 0.24 m is the most

appropriate distance threshold when detection distance is

around 6 m.

Repeat the above experiment at different detection dis-

tances, once a result similar to that in picture (a) is obtained,

the current distance threshold Sd is the most appropriate value

at the current detection distance. In this way we can obtain the

most appropriate distance threshold under different detection

distance.

The table 3 shows the best value of Sd at each detection

distance of the lidar used in this paper.

The result of the curve fitting is listed in table 4:

Finally, the volume of these clusters can be calculated

by (10).


















Vn = ln · hn · dn

ln = Y nmax − Y nmin
hn = Znmax − Znmin
dn = Xnmax − Xnmin

(10)

FIGURE 7. The autonomous vehicle.

Xnmax ,X
n
min,Y

n
max ,Y

n
min,Z

n
max ,Z

n
min are the maximum and

minimum value of the X Y Z coordinates in the n-th cluster.

Vn, ln, hn, dn are the volume, length, height and width of the

n-th cluster.

A noteworthy point after completing the above operation is

both the weather conditions and the clutter generated by the

lidar itself cause a small number of meaningless interference

clusters in the clustering results. These clusters are usually

small and often appear in the air. So, in order to get rid of

the influences caused by these clusters, if the Z coordinates

of all the data points in the cluster are larger than 0.5m and

the volume of the cluster is smaller than 5 cubic centimeter

then the cluster should be filter out. Clusters which contains

less than 5 data points and clusters with extremely small

length, width and height should also be removed. So far,

the improved Euclidean clustering algorithm is completed.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION IN REAL VEHICLE

A. EXPERIMENT PLATFORM

This paper designs several real vehicle experiments to verify

the proposed algorithm. The experimental platform is an

autonomous vehicle modified from a certain brand of SUV

which is showed in figure 6 and the experimental scene is

the campus of Jilin University. figure 7 shows the 16-line 3D

lidar produced by Raytheon Intelligent Company which is

installed horizontally on the autonomous vehicle. The soft-

ware environment used in this experiment is Linux Ubuntu

16.04. The programming and subsequent data processing are

all done on the ROS (Robot Operating System) [31] platform.

And the visualization tool rviz is also used to evaluate the

experimental result. Before the experiment, the lidar should

be calibrated by a certain calibration method [32] so that the

lidar coordinate system is consistent with the experimental

vehicle coordinate system.

B. DE-DISTORTION ALGORITHM VERIFICATION

Since the point cloud data distortion is generated during the

motion of the lidar, it is necessary to let the experimental

vehicle pass the target to be detected in different motion

modes and compare the changes of the point cloud data before
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FIGURE 8. The 16-line lidar.

FIGURE 9. De-distortion while driving straightly.

TABLE 5. Output data of experiment (1).

and after the de-distortion. A collecting line is set to begin the

collection of point cloud when the vehicle passes it. That is to

say, the distance between pedestrian and vehicle is the same

in each frame of point cloud collected during the experiment.

The vehicle speed is 30 Km/h, and the object to be detected is

a pedestrian with a height of 1.75 m. The vehicle passes the

target in the following three ways:

1) Vehicle is driving in a straight line while the pedestrian

is in front of the vehicle: The comparison between the original

point cloud and the data after de-distortion processing is

shown in the figure 9 and table 5. In order to reflect the de-

distortion effect better, the pedestrian is extracted separately.

In figure 9, picture (a) is the point cloud collected while

vehicle is still and picture (b) is collected while driving,

we can see that the point cloud of pedestrian in picture (b) dis-

torted. Combined with the object volume estimation method

mentioned in chapter 3.4 which considers the object as a

regular cube, the change of width of the pedestrian can be

TABLE 6. Change of size after de-distortion.

FIGURE 10. De-distortion while driving straightly.

TABLE 7. Output data of experiment (2).

easily calculated. The result in table 5 shows that the width of

pedestrian get bigger which will result in the wrong judgment

of the size of obstacles as well as the vehicle pass ability.

Picture (c) is the point cloud after de-distortion procession,

the change is not so clear because the translation occurs

mainly in the Y-axis direction but we can know the effect

of de-distortion algorithm form the fact that the width of the

pedestrian become smaller compared with the distorted one.

The change of length and width are listed in table 6.

2) Vehicle is driving in a straight line while the pedestrian

is on the right of the vehicle: The comparison is shown in the

figure 10 and table 7.

In figure 12, picture (a) is the point cloud collected while

vehicle is still and picture (b) is collected while driving,

the distortion is quite clear and the width of pedestrian gets

smaller. The picture (c) shows the result of de-distortion,

it is worth mentioning that the vacancies after translation

are filled with points in order to facilitate the subsequent

clustering when the length or width become larger. Data of

picture (b) and (c) in table 7 show that the width of pedestrian

increases after the de-distortion algorithm. The change of

length and width are listed in table 8.

3) The vehicle passes the pedestrian while turning: The

comparison is shown in the figure 11 and table 9.

In figure 11, picture (a) is the point cloud collected while

vehicle is still and picture (b) is collected while turning,

the length and width of the pedestrian are simultaneously
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TABLE 8. Change of size after de-distortion.

TABLE 9. Output data of experiment (3).

FIGURE 11. De-distortion while turning.

TABLE 10. Change of size after de-distortion.

distorted, with the width increased and the length decreased.

This is because the vehicle has moved in both X-axis and

Y-axis direction while turning and the lidar also rotated. Data

of picture (c) in table 9 shows the result of de-distortion:

The width and length of pedestrian both become closer to the

value while vehicle is still. The change of length and width

are listed in table 10.

The situation ofmultiple targets andmultiple kind of obsta-

cles should also be verified. We chose two vehicles of certain

brand, a pedestrian of 1.75m high and a rectangular carton

with a height of 2 m and a length and width of 0.75 m to

simulate various obstacles that may appear on the road. One

vehicle is in front of the experimental vehicle and the other is

in the left front. Pedestrian and carton are on the right side of

the vehicle. The experimental vehicle travels straight through

the collecting line at a speed of 30 km/h. The comparison is

shown in the figure 12 and table 11-13.

In figure 12, picture (a) is the point cloud collected while

vehicle is still and picture (b) is collected while moving.

We can find that the point clouds of the four targets are

more or less distorted, but since the change is not intuitive

FIGURE 12. Multi-target verification experiment.

TABLE 11. Output data of normal point cloud.

TABLE 12. Output data of distorted point cloud.

TABLE 13. Output data of calibrated point cloud.

enough from the point cloud, we use the data in table 11-13 to

establish the table 14 shown below.

We can know from the table that the distortion of four

targets conform to the laws mentioned previously and the de-

distortion algorithm can effectively reduce the distortion of

all these four targets. The distance between these four targets

and lidar is 10m, 8.8m, 7.5m, and 6.3mwhich can prove that
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TABLE 14. Change of size after de-distortion.

FIGURE 13. The distortion of volume compared with normal point cloud.

the de-distortion algorithm is effective for multiple targets at

different distances.

We made a column chart for the distortion ratio of the

point cloud volume before and after the de-distortion. In this

way we can clearly illustrate the efficacy of the de-distortion

algorithm. The column chart is shown in figure 13. From the

chart we can see that the distortion of all targets is greatly

reduced after processed by the algorithm, both above 60%.

The experiment above shows that the de-distortion algo-

rithm can efficiently reduce the influence of object size

caused by point cloud distortion in various situation. The host

computer receives 8 to 9 frames of processed point cloud

per second which meets the real-time requirements of the

autonomous vehicles.

C. EXPERIMENT TO PROVE THE ADVANTAGE OF

ADAPTIVE DISTANCE THRESHOLD

In this experiment, the point cloud will be processed by the

de-distortion algorithm before it is used for clustering. First

we need to verify the advantage of the improved Euclidean

clustering algorithm compared with the traditional one. That

is to say the advantage of adaptive distance threshold should

be reflected. In the first experiment two cartons of different

size are placed 6m in front of the experimental vehicle and

there is a vehicle at 8 m away. The installation height of lidar

is 2.4 m, so, a = 7 × 10−4, b = 0.034, c = 0.046.

The comparison of the traditional and improved Euclidean

clustering algorithm is shown in figure 14.

Picture (a) is the original point cloud, we can know from

the picture that the distance between two cartons are quite

small which can easily lead to the misjudgment for traditional

algorithm. Picture (b) shows the result of improved clus-

tering algorithm, these three targets are replaced by regular

cubes to stand for their size. It is clear that the clustering is

FIGURE 14. Experiment to prove the advantage of adaptive distance
threshold.

very successful. The size and location of the vehicle and car-

tons are accurately presented. The picture (c) shows the result

of traditional Euclidean clustering algorithm. In order to suc-

cessfully complete the clustering of the vehicle, we choose

a larger distance threshold Sd = 0.32 m. Although this

method successfully completed the clustering of the vehicle,

it do divide two cartons into a same cluster because Sd is

too big for the nearby point cloud. In picture (d) we try to
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FIGURE 15. The placement of roadblocks.

TABLE 15. Output data of improved algorithm (d = 7.5 m).

complete the clustering of two cartons by choosing a smaller

distance threshold Sd = 0.2 m. But this time the vehicle is

divided into multiple small clusters because Sd is too small

for the distant point cloud. Picture (c) and picture (d) illustrate

the shortcoming of fixed distance threshold: It cannot ensure

the accuracy of clustering for both nearby and distant object

when the detection distance is too far.

The experiment above obviously confirm the advantages

of adaptive distance threshold. It can accurately complete

the clustering of distant objects while ensuring that no near

objects are misjudged. Thus extending the detection distance

by make up the shortcomings of the traditional Euclidean

clustering algorithm.

D. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE PARAMETER

COMPARISON EXPERIMENT

After verifying the advantage of adaptive distance thresh-

old, we need to compare the detection distance, detection

accuracy, and the running speed of these two algorithms.

In this experiment we select 5 roadblocks which are shown

in figure 15 as detection targets, they are 0.3m long and wide

and 0.55m high. Comparing the performance parameters of

the algorithm under the detection distances d of 7.5 m and

15 m. The result of experiment are shown in figure 16 and

table 15-18.

In figure 15, picture (a) and (b) are the result of improved

and traditional Euclidean clustering algorithm when the

detection distance d = 7.5 m. We can know from the data

in table 15 that the improved Euclidean clustering algorithm

is very successful in clustering 5 roadblocks, the size and

location information are relatively accurate. And the result

FIGURE 16. Algorithm performance parameter comparison experiment.

TABLE 16. Output data of traditional algorithm (d = 7.5 m).

TABLE 17. Output data of improved algorithm (d = 15 m).

TABLE 18. Output data of traditional algorithm (d = 15 m).

of traditional algorithm shows that the algorithm success-

fully clusters the three roadblocks in the front row, but the

clustering of the two rear roadblocks is significantly smaller

in length. This is because the algorithm fails to gather the

point clouds of the rear roadblocks into a same cluster. And

those clusters which are too small are removed as clutter,

resulting in smaller cluster lengths. At this time, the data

output of the two algorithms is 74 frames and 63 frames

every 10 seconds, the detection accuracy is 100% and 60%.
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TABLE 19. Comparison between two algorithms.

picture (c) and (d) are the result of improved and traditional

Euclidean clustering algorithm when the detection distance

d = 15 m. Again we can know from the data in table

17 that the improved algorithm fails in the clustering of

rear roadblocks because there are too little point cloud data

which leads to complete loss of height information. And

traditional algorithm fails in the clustering of all roadblocks

because 15 m significantly exceeds the detection distance of

traditional algorithms. Of all the information collected by the

traditional algorithm, only the location information is correct.

At this time, the data output of the two algorithms is 77 frames

and 65 frames every 10 seconds, the detection accuracy is

60% and 0%.

We synthesize the performance parameters of the two

experiments and list them in table 19.

It can be seen from the table that the improved algorithm

greatly improves the accuracy of detecting distant targets and

increases the detection distance. The calculating speed of

improved algorithm is 15% faster than the traditional one

because inappropriate distance thresholds can lead to the

increase of useless clusters, which slows clustering.

VI. CONCLUSION

In order to obtain more realistic point cloud data for clus-

tering, this paper proposes a new de-distortion algorithm.

Through the coordinate transformation of the distorted point,

the data distortion caused by the motion of the lidar is

reduced. So, the real environment information is restored

which provides guarantee for the accuracy of the subse-

quent clustering process. The advantage of the point cloud

de-distortion algorithm in this paper is that the calculation

amount is smaller than other algorithms, and the fast com-

puting speed means better real-time performance. It is suit-

able for autonomous vehicles, which have high requirements

for real-time performance. And the de-distortion effect is

also obvious. However, the de-distortion algorithm does not

perform so well when the vehicle is turning. At the same

time, this paper also proposes an improved algorithm for the

disadvantages of traditional Euclidean clustering algorithm

in dealing with 3D lidar point cloud data. By correlating the

distance threshold and the detection distance, the distance

threshold can be flexibly changed, which means the threshold

is small when detecting the objects in nearby area and it

will become larger when the detection distance increases.

In this way the problem caused by uniform point density of

point clouds can be dealt with, so the obstacles in nearby

and distance area can be detected quickly and accurately. So,

the advantage of the improved Euclidean clustering algorithm

is that it can handle uneven point clouds very well and can

detect objects in a wide range with high accuracy, which

is more flexible than the traditional Euclidean clustering

algorithm.

The next research goal of this paper is to further optimize

the clustering algorithm structure and speed up the clustering

calculation, so as to meet the real-time requirements of vehi-

cles at high speed. And further improve the performance of

the de-distortion algorithm when the vehicle is turning.
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